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After 580 yards, lane bends to right past
Fry’s Farm on the left. 40 yards ahead,
lane narrows and heads gently uphill.
Follow for 160 yards then turn left at
footpath sign (see assist A).

Follow delightful path with glorious views
left towards distant Melbury Hill.
Continue for 350 yards, pass under
wood barrier then bear right on to track
(see assist D).

Pass metal gate and walk ahead along
right edge of field towards Duncliffe. 130
yards on, bear left and continue across
field at 11 o’clock. 125 yards ahead,
pass through wood kissing gate into
next field.

Follow gently uphill for 350 yards and
pass small clearing to right. Continue for
380 yards then pass another small
clearing to right.

200 yards on, pass between wood
barriers and continue ahead on track
(see assist B). After 30 yards, gradient
increases and track may be slippery
underfoot after rain.
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Continue sharply uphill for 300 yards. As
gradient eases, walk ahead on grass
path for 50 yards then pass bench to
right. Gradient sharpens again for 50
yards. Pass through wood gate then
walk past trig point.

230 yards on, gradient sharpens. Stay on
track and head downhill for 150 yards
then pass through wood gate (to right
of 5 bar gate).
Continue ahead on made up track with
field to right. 140 yards ahead, pass
sandstone memorial for Floreat Wood to
right. 250 yards on, pass through wood
gate (to right of 5 bar gate).
Walk ahead for 20 yards then turn right
on to lane. Follow for 300 yards and pass
footpath sign to right. From here, stay on
the lane and retrace your steps.
780 yards on, cross over the main road
with care and you’re back at the KIngs
Arms for some very welcome hospitality.

40 yards on, your clmb is rewarded with
far reaching views. Pause to enjoy and
catch your breath. Continue ahead on
delightful shaded path through trees.

400 yards
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descend with care. 450 yards ahead,
gradient eases. Walk for 50 yards then
bear right before wood gate on to
wooded path (see assist C).

Walk along left edge for 225 yards to
field corner. Pass metal gate and
marker post to left then continue ahead
on path uphill into the trees.
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With pub behind, cross straight over
main road with care and continue
ahead on lane opposite using verges
where possible.
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After 200 yards, path bends to right. Pass
through wood gate then continue past
bench with glorious views through the
trees of Duncliffe.
Stay on the path and 85 yards on,
gradient sharpens downhill. The surface
may be slippery following rain so
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